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By Jonathan Ames

Simon & Schuster Ltd. Paperback. Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Wake Up, Sir!, Jonathan Ames,
WAKE UP, SIR! is an homage to the novels and stories of P.G. Wodehouse. It is the story of a young
alcoholic man, Alan Blair, and his valet, Jeeves. Now this Jeeves is not the same Jeeves as featured
in Wodehouse - the fact that he possesses the same name is simply a mad coincidence. But, there is
something curious about young Alan's valet - is he really there? Is he a mirage, a fantasy, an
alcoholic hallucination, an invisible friend? Or does he really exist (as much as anyone can exist in
fiction)? Regardless, Jeeves is there in one way or another as Ames brilliantly mimics the structure
of many Wodehouse adventures. Instead of visiting a country estate, Alan and Jeeves go to an artist
colony where Alan hopes to finish his novel, quit his drinking and possibly fall in love - three
reasonable things for anyone to want .whether attended to by a valet or not.
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This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i
finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ollie Powlowski-- Ollie Powlowski

This composed pdf is great. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I am just happy to explain how this is actually
the finest pdf we have go through inside my own daily life and could be he greatest publication for ever.
-- Conrad Heaney-- Conrad Heaney
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